Assignment 6

Due on 2020-10-11, 03:00 IST

Week 8

1. What is the purpose of a primary (or nucleophile? FDP) assay? [Case]
2. What is the purpose of a secondary (or electrophile?) assay? [Case]
3. How do you measure the efficiency of your nucleophile? [Case]
4. What is the reaction between FDP and an electrophile? [Case]
5. What is the reaction between FDP and a nucleophile? [Case]
6. What is the reaction between electrophile and nucleophile? [Case]
7. What is the reaction between primary and secondary? [Case]

Week 6

1. What is the purpose of a primary (or nucleophile? FDP) assay? [Case]
2. What is the purpose of a secondary (or electrophile?) assay? [Case]
3. How do you measure the efficiency of your nucleophile? [Case]
4. What is the reaction between FDP and an electrophile? [Case]
5. What is the reaction between FDP and a nucleophile? [Case]
6. What is the reaction between electrophile and nucleophile? [Case]
7. What is the reaction between primary and secondary? [Case]

Week 4

1. What is the purpose of a primary (or nucleophile? FDP) assay? [Case]
2. What is the purpose of a secondary (or electrophile?) assay? [Case]
3. How do you measure the efficiency of your nucleophile? [Case]
4. What is the reaction between FDP and an electrophile? [Case]
5. What is the reaction between FDP and a nucleophile? [Case]
6. What is the reaction between electrophile and nucleophile? [Case]
7. What is the reaction between primary and secondary? [Case]

Week 2

1. What is the purpose of a primary (or nucleophile? FDP) assay? [Case]
2. What is the purpose of a secondary (or electrophile?) assay? [Case]
3. How do you measure the efficiency of your nucleophile? [Case]
4. What is the reaction between FDP and an electrophile? [Case]
5. What is the reaction between FDP and a nucleophile? [Case]
6. What is the reaction between electrophile and nucleophile? [Case]
7. What is the reaction between primary and secondary? [Case]

Week 6

1. What is the purpose of a primary (or nucleophile? FDP) assay? [Case]
2. What is the purpose of a secondary (or electrophile?) assay? [Case]
3. How do you measure the efficiency of your nucleophile? [Case]
4. What is the reaction between FDP and an electrophile? [Case]
5. What is the reaction between FDP and a nucleophile? [Case]
6. What is the reaction between electrophile and nucleophile? [Case]
7. What is the reaction between primary and secondary? [Case]

Week 4

1. What is the purpose of a primary (or nucleophile? FDP) assay? [Case]
2. What is the purpose of a secondary (or electrophile?) assay? [Case]
3. How do you measure the efficiency of your nucleophile? [Case]
4. What is the reaction between FDP and an electrophile? [Case]
5. What is the reaction between FDP and a nucleophile? [Case]
6. What is the reaction between electrophile and nucleophile? [Case]
7. What is the reaction between primary and secondary? [Case]

Week 2

1. What is the purpose of a primary (or nucleophile? FDP) assay? [Case]
2. What is the purpose of a secondary (or electrophile?) assay? [Case]
3. How do you measure the efficiency of your nucleophile? [Case]
4. What is the reaction between FDP and an electrophile? [Case]
5. What is the reaction between FDP and a nucleophile? [Case]
6. What is the reaction between electrophile and nucleophile? [Case]
7. What is the reaction between primary and secondary? [Case]

Week 6

1. What is the purpose of a primary (or nucleophile? FDP) assay? [Case]
2. What is the purpose of a secondary (or electrophile?) assay? [Case]
3. How do you measure the efficiency of your nucleophile? [Case]
4. What is the reaction between FDP and an electrophile? [Case]
5. What is the reaction between FDP and a nucleophile? [Case]
6. What is the reaction between electrophile and nucleophile? [Case]
7. What is the reaction between primary and secondary? [Case]

Week 4

1. What is the purpose of a primary (or nucleophile? FDP) assay? [Case]
2. What is the purpose of a secondary (or electrophile?) assay? [Case]
3. How do you measure the efficiency of your nucleophile? [Case]
4. What is the reaction between FDP and an electrophile? [Case]
5. What is the reaction between FDP and a nucleophile? [Case]
6. What is the reaction between electrophile and nucleophile? [Case]
7. What is the reaction between primary and secondary? [Case]

Week 2

1. What is the purpose of a primary (or nucleophile? FDP) assay? [Case]
2. What is the purpose of a secondary (or electrophile?) assay? [Case]
3. How do you measure the efficiency of your nucleophile? [Case]
4. What is the reaction between FDP and an electrophile? [Case]
5. What is the reaction between FDP and a nucleophile? [Case]
6. What is the reaction between electrophile and nucleophile? [Case]
7. What is the reaction between primary and secondary? [Case]

Week 6

1. What is the purpose of a primary (or nucleophile? FDP) assay? [Case]
2. What is the purpose of a secondary (or electrophile?) assay? [Case]
3. How do you measure the efficiency of your nucleophile? [Case]
4. What is the reaction between FDP and an electrophile? [Case]
5. What is the reaction between FDP and a nucleophile? [Case]
6. What is the reaction between electrophile and nucleophile? [Case]
7. What is the reaction between primary and secondary? [Case]

Week 4

1. What is the purpose of a primary (or nucleophile? FDP) assay? [Case]
2. What is the purpose of a secondary (or electrophile?) assay? [Case]
3. How do you measure the efficiency of your nucleophile? [Case]
4. What is the reaction between FDP and an electrophile? [Case]
5. What is the reaction between FDP and a nucleophile? [Case]
6. What is the reaction between electrophile and nucleophile? [Case]
7. What is the reaction between primary and secondary? [Case]

Week 2

1. What is the purpose of a primary (or nucleophile? FDP) assay? [Case]
2. What is the purpose of a secondary (or electrophile?) assay? [Case]
3. How do you measure the efficiency of your nucleophile? [Case]
4. What is the reaction between FDP and an electrophile? [Case]
5. What is the reaction between FDP and a nucleophile? [Case]
6. What is the reaction between electrophile and nucleophile? [Case]
7. What is the reaction between primary and secondary? [Case]